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The Development of Technology Education in Lower Saxony (Germany)1

Gert Reich

It is a complex task to write the history of technology education in Germany: There are 16 federal states,
all of them are relatively sovereign in their educational policy. Until 1989 there were even two German
states with very different educational concepts, which further complicated the matter. In order not to
reduce the history of technology education to a few general statements, but to meet scientific criteria, I
will confine myself to Lower Saxony, with 47,600 sq 1<~m is the second largest state - but with only 8,
million inhabitants rather in the midfield ranl\:s. The period of my consideration extends from 1960
until today.
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Figure 1: Federal States of the Germay and the location of Teacher Training Colleges in 20082

For being able to draw the most objective view of technology education in Lowel' Saxony, the
Schulverwaltungsblatt (SVBl, School Administration Journal) for Lower Saxony which is issued since
1949. In this monthly periodical the hours for all school boards and teaching subjects published by the
value and importance of all subjects are accurately reflected. The time table is the ultimate instrument,
whether and to what extent technology arrives in the classroom. ~

Over the period, the education system in Lower Saxony was changed repeatedly, but the principle of
tripartism was not touched. After the primary school (grades 1 to 4) the parents decide whether their
children go to Hauptschule or Realschule. There are special schools4 for children unable to cope the
normal school. In my research I leave special schools and comprehensive schools largely ignored,
because the existing student numbers are relatively small and the trends are similar.
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Figure 2: The German Educational SystemS

The term II Hauptschule" (main school) suggests that the vast majority of pupils is to be found here.
However, the parents in the past years, "voted with their feet": For this school there are only few
applications6

. While the year 2007 252,000 students went to Gymnasium, 176,000 to Realschule, there
remained only 92,500 students far Hauptschule. Inevitably, the discussion about the merger of primary
and secondary schools ta lower secondary begun· in the federal states of Saxony-Anhalt and Bremen
this step has been completed already. This development reduces the importance of the subject
technology, which has a special role in Hauptschule. In 1978 Christa Meins wrote in an essay in
Schulverwaltungsblatt:

"Withoutprejudice to all secondaly schools in the same tasles) Hauptschule is focussed on pre-vocational
education. It is pTimal1ly assigned to the new Bubject apea 7aboul'-technology-economy~ Hel'e the
subjects oflaboup/economics (ApbeitslehTe}) technology, and home economics ape compTehended. " The
dwindling number of pupils in Hauptschule is a qualifier for the demise of technology education.

The school subject Technology developed from arts and crafts. In 1960 the training of arts and crafts
teachers was established not only in the pe.dagogical universities but also in teacher seminars. In Lower
Saxony was the seminar in Dreibergen, where preferred men aged 20 to 45 years with a middle school
degree and, if possible, with a craft training were accepted. In this time (1964), the recommendation of
the German Committee for the educational system was published to'establish the school subject
Arbeitslehre (labour/economics).

The school administration in Lower Saxony responds early and in 1967 decides on the "pestl'uctul'ing of
the 3Td level ofeducatiol1 in the elemental'.JT school. n Arbeitslehre is taught with a relatively high
proportion of hours, while arts and crafts has a very minor role to play in the timetable. Amazing, that
the decree is already adopting the concept of technological craft:

'~ special contl'ibution to AJ.'beitslehl'e al'e to accomplish in the teaching al'eas
socio-economic and 'Vocational ol'ientatiol1)
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science/technology lessons)
technological cl'aft)
textile wOl'lf and
home economics. fI 8

The conceptual confusion may result from the fact that the planning could not follow the academic
discussion not fast enough.

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9

core lessons

social studies
economics 4 5 8

Arheitslehre

compulsory elective9

music
art 2 2 2
craft

Tabell: Time table Vollcsschule in Lower Saxony 1967, SVB11967, p. 207, extract

A little latel" the "Craft Congresses" 10 were lallnched on which the experts on Art and Craft and
technology advocated for the move to technology education. Culmination was the IV Educational
Congress 11 in the Hanover exhibition halls, where 1972 more than 1,500 participants arrived. It roused
a passionate discussion, whether the entire Arbeitslehre area should serve rather the enforcement
policy objectives, or whether the emphasis should be on imparting of knowledge and skills in the areas
of economy and technology. 12 The educational power of the federal states made it then possible that
both variants were implemented, depending on how conservative the state government was. In Lower
Saxony finally succeeded a conception of a department comprehending the school subjects economy,
technology and home economics.

Ulliversities respond few years later. In Braunschweig, Goettingen, H'ildesheim, Osnabrueck and
Oldenburg teachers are trained for "technological craft ll

, later, the subject is renamed to technology
education. The universities Luneburg and Vechta remain contral~y to all attempts on the introduction of
technology edllcation and go on to educate teachers for arts and crafts. The consequences are fatal: still
today craft and technology exist side by side in schools and do not only reduce the available lessons, but
also interfere in the planning and installation of labs and shops.

In 1976, the time table for the Realschule is published. Apparently conservative forces could prevent
influence of the Arbeitslehre discussion on the Realschule curriclllum, despite the fact that this school
should be vocation and practice orienting.

Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

craft / needleworlc 2 2 2 2 1 1

Table 2: Time table of the secondary school in Lower Saxony 1976, SVB11976, p. 191 f, extract

But two years later in Schulverwaltllngsblatt 6-78 in two major decrees were published. The
Hauptschule is transformed fundamentally. The Department of Labour~Economy~Technologyis a
significant part of the time table.
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Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

Department Labour-Economy-Technology

labour/economy
2 3 3

(Arbeitslehre)
technology 3

home economics 2* 3* 3*

Department Humanities

music
2 2* 2*

art
2*arts and crafts

needlework 2 2* 2*

* = compulsory elective only

Table 3: Time table of the Hauptschule in Lower Saxony 1978, SVB11978, p. 186 and p. 190,
compilation and extract

An indication of the continuing uncertainty is running the f9110wing quotation:

IlFrom grade 9 on, home economics and technology are offered as compulsory elective courses. Main
component of technology is technological craft. 1113

However, in Hauptschule for the Department of Labour-Economy-Technology (Department of AWT) a
conference head is appointed responsible for the coordination of subjects, for subject conferences, to
cooperate with the vocational schools, vocational guidance and labour administration. This activity will
discharge the teaching obligation by two hours per week. 14 In Realschule, the conference head was
established in the years 1980/81. 15

About 1980 the establishing of the department labour-economy-technology had its peale. At least in
Hauptschule labour/economy and technology are in considerable extent in the time table. In 1982, the
Lower Saxony Ministry of Culture published a report on the changes in this area. 16 Lattig and Masch
claim Arbeitslehre an independent subject and economics as a school subject dispensable. 17 At the
federal state level, advisers for the Department of AWT were appointed with 10 hours dispense, if they
are in the upper school administration, in the lower school administration by 5 hours. 18

In 1978, the Department of Labour-Economy" Technology is established in Realschule. Table 4 shows
that the subject technology/economy can be found in the grades 9 and 10 with two hours in the
compulsory area. Technology is offered only in grades 9 and 10 in compulsory-elective area and
competes with 13 other subjects. Particlliarly serious is that technology is in competition with French,
which is compulsory for all stlldents who want to change to Gymnasium as a 2nd foreign language. This
arrangement leaves it pure coincidence whether technology is ever taught in Realschule.
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Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 10

Department HistoTicalRSocial-Sciences

history 2 2 2 2
social science 1 1 1 1
geography 2 2 1 1

Department Science

physics 2 1 2 1
chemics R 1 1 2
biology 2 2 1 1

Department Labour-EconomYRTechnology

labour-economy 2 4* 2 4*
(Arbeitslehre) - -
technology
home economics - -

Department Humanities

music 2 1 1
art

1 2 1

design and craft
1 1 ..

needleworle

French language

* = compulsory elective only

Table 4: Time table of Realschule in Lower Saxony 1978) SVBl1978, p. 193, extract

In connection with these significant changes in the time tables is a further decree of Lower Saxony
minister of education regarding internships of students. 19 Johannes Graw commented this decree in the
unofficial part SVBl. 20 This internship of 10 to 15 worleing days is an "integ11alpaTt ofthe Depal1tment
Labou11"Economy-Technology /21. The conference head supports the teachers, thus allowing the
organization. The internship underlines the importance of the Department.

In Gymnasium, the internship is also adopted. Since there is no department of labour-economy
technology) the implementation of the tasles assigned to the area of social sciences.

In 1979, the single-phase teacher education22 is introduced at Oldenburg University. In the teacher
examination areas for primary schools design and craft is stated, for Hauptschule and Realschule
labour/economics, home economics and technology can combined with any other subject. 23 In special
education arts and crafts and technology can be taught.

In the same year, internships are offered for teachers24 so that teachers who had come from the school
and COIning back. as teachers get some insight into the worlcing world. One year later, the decree is
commented: "The guidelines stl~ess that the inteTnship is an integl'alpaTt ofteachel1tpaining fop the
Depaptment ofLaboul--Techno]ogy-Economy'25.
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1. Gr. 2. Gr. 3. Gr. 4. Gr. 5. Gr. 6. Gr. 7. Gr. 8. Gr. 9. Gr.

Department Science - - - 3 3 3 3 3

Department Labour- -
technology -economy - .. .. 5 5 6

technology
2 2

Artistical Department - 5 5 5 5 3 3 3
inc!. arts and crafts

Table 5: timetable of the school for mentally handicapped in Lower Saxony 1980, SVBl1980, p .
. 315, extract

Even in the schools for mentally handicapped, the Department of labour-economy.. technology is
established. In grades 5 and 6, technology education has allocated their own portion of lessons. In the
grades from 7 to 9, the school can dispose of more than 5 or 6 hours for the subjects labour/economy,
technology and home economics.

Almost simultaneously for the primary school arts and crafts is settled:

1. Gr. 2. Gr. 3. Gr. 4. Gr.

music
3 3

art
4 5

arts and crafts .. ..

needleworl{ .. ..

Table 6: Time table of the primary school in Lower Saxony 1981, SVBl1981, p. 113, extract

Again, the s-chool are free if and how much arts and crafts tuition is taught.

An annual special issue on is attached to the Schulverwaltungsblatt. This shows that the school
administration offers in-service-training with increasing tendency for the subject technology education.
While in 1983 only four courses for technology have been set up, the number rises to 15 in 1986.

In 1987, a comprehensive in"service-training programme26 for future technology teacher at Hildesheim
University 27 is offered a year later, Oldenburg University also is included in this training program28

•

The courses are offered in Schulverwaltungsblatt and there is a run on them. At the same time 1988 the
number of training courses is decreasing to fOU1~ and 1990 to two courses. 29
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In 1990, the time tables for Hauptschule and Realschule undergo a revision.

labour/economy
(Arbeitslehre)

technology

home economics

arts and crafts

textile craft

art

music

study groups

3

7. Grade

2

2

2

2

8. Grade

2

2

~o
(j)

~
A
S
o
()

3

9. Grade

2

2

2

2

10. Grade

2

2

2

Table 7: Time table of Hauptschule in Lower Saxony 1990, SVBl1990, p. 26 ff, extract

The subject labour/economy loses one hour in grade 8, technology and home economics lose one hour
each in grades 8 and 9, (see Table 3).

In 1990, there is also a new time table for Realschule. This brings no change for technology education ..
so it remains as unsatisfactory as 12 years ago (see table 4).

The in"service-training courses at the Universities of Hildesheim and Oldenburg are offered for the last
time in 1995.

From 1972 on in Lower Saxony the Orientierungsstufe (orientation stage) of the grades 5 and 6 is
introduced. Thus the transition to Realschule or to Gymnasium is postponed from the 5th grade to the
7th grade. These two years are used to monitor the students and to further and select talented students.
Thus an educational institlltion emerged to expose the students to a two"yeal' examination stress.

On the Web site of the Crilninologist Research Institute of Lower Saxony Anna Maier Pfeiffer and
Christian Pfeiffer publish an essay in which they establish the thesis that a conseqllence of the
orientation stage is that the Hauptschule devalued to an unattractive rest schoo130

. While student
performance, especially in Class 6 promoted, there remains a rest of demotivated losers, finally
deported to Hauptschule. The function of Hauptschule in grade 7 is lito bring the rather demotivated
children bacl{ on tracl{1l31 instead of being able to developing its own profile. ·

5. Grade 6. Grade

music
3 3

art

arts and crafts
1 1

textile craft

Table 8: Time table of the Orientierungsstllfe in Lower Saxony 1997, SVBl1997, p. 99, extract
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In this school, arts and crafts is offe11 ed with the smallest possible number of hours" technology
education does not talce place. So-students who later go to Gymnasium, never came into contact with
technology education. This plays a major 11 01e in the choice of study courses: technology is not in the
horizon of entrants.

In 2004, numerous changes are made in the time table. In primary school now arts and crafts in classes
1 and 2 can be taught, instead one hour less is available of artistic and cultural education in Class 4.

1. Gr. 2. Gr. 3. Gr. 4. Gr.

music 1 1 2 2

art

arts and crafts 2 2 2 2

textile craft

Table 9: Time table of the primary school in Lower Saxony 2004, SVBI 2004, p. 87, extract

The time table of Hauptschule, after the abolition of Orientierungsstufe, is expanded to grades 5 and 6.
It is stril{ing that, as in primary school, the subject mllsic gets greater significance. Arbeitslehre is
replaced by economy and loses one hour in the 9th.
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economy 2 2 2 2

.. .. .. - .. ..
technology 1

home economics 1

arts and crafts

textile craft 2 2 4 4 4

art 2

music 1 2

electives x x x x x x

Table 10: Time table of Hauptschtlle in Lower Saxony 2004, SVBI 2004, p. 100, extract

Technology now is only compulsory with one hour in grade 7 and competes in grade 8 with home
economics, textile craft, art and music with an hOtlr total of 4. Only the sllbject economy remains firmly
anchored in the comptllsory field.
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In the area of electives, schools have some leeway to set priorities or to provide support for the
students. 32

In Realschule, the Department of Labour-Economy-Technology is slightly changed: In comparison to the
time table of the year 1990 (see Table 4), technology remains in an unsatisfactory situation, since in
classes 9 and 10 it has to compete with many other subjects. What is new is that home economics in
grades 7 and 8 comes into the compulsory/elective field. The subject economy in grade 8 gets an extra
compllisory hOU1\ but is reduced by one hour in grade 10.

Department Labour-
5. Gr. 6. Gr. 7. Gr. 8. Gr. 9. Gr. 10. Gr.

Economy"Technology

economy .. .. 1 2 1

technology .. .. - compulsory/ compulsory/
elective elective

home economics .. compulsory/ compulsory/ compulsory/ compulsory/
elective elective elective elective

Table 10: Time table of Realschule in Lower Saxony 2004, SVBl 2004, p. 107, an extract

In 2004 the Ministry of Culture decided a further measure, the Hauptschule 1should benefit from:
While the internship regulation in Realschule and Gymnasium is not altered, in Hauptschule ttvocation
orienting measures ll with a duration from 60 to 80 days introduced33

.. to enhance the students' career
choice maturity the and their chance for an apprenticeship.

The labollr intensive supervising during the internship has to be done by the teachers of the
department labour-technology-economy. While the teacher of the subject economy is bound by
compulsory lessons, the teachers of home economics and technology have to look for the students in
their internships up to 16. This will further weaken technology, as these Ilexternal service activities ll

will cost many hours teaching of teaching technology.

Against the background of a shrinking Hauptschule, a Realschule, where technology is taught probably
only by coincidence and a Gymnasium34

, which loclcs itself so far against any lcind of technology
education, the situation of technology education in Lower Saxony is poor.

Christian Hein35 sees the reasons for this mess in the historic understanding of education in Germany,
in the position of education politicians, in the turbulent forms of the German technology education and
increasingly worse technology teacher training. Rein describes this as emel'gency teacher training.

In summer of 2007, the Lower Saxony Minister for Science and Culture, Lutz Stratmann, has advocated
for a strong technology education.

''Basicall~ I am convinced:

Econom~ politics and technology issues detel'mine the main challenges ofOU1~ contelnp0l'alY society.
Against the hacl(gl'ound ofa technologically pl'ogl'essive societ~ a fundamental undel~standingof
technology and the Pl"Olllotion ofl'esponsihle use oftechnology as pal"t ofgeneTal educa tion is necessary.
The technology education fulfils an impol'tant educational function. Solving technologypl~ohlems
enables pUplJS to understand mathematicall'elationships} natural la ws and economic and ecological
connections. Thus technology education deliveTs a fundamental contI'l'bution to a pl'omising futul~e. F01'

the futul~e ofOUT societ~ it is pal,ticulaply cI'ucial, to fill chlJdl~en and ea1'ly a.dolescents with enthusiasm
fo1' sciel1ce and Teseal'ch} papticulaply fo1' engineeping' and natul'al sciences} including engineel'111g and
computep science.

Above al~ the economy laments the lacl( ofsciel1tists, engineel's} technicians and sl(illed wOl1(el~s. In
addition thel'e aTe wal'l1ings ofa lacl( ofacadel11ics. A EU1'opean study sta ted in EUl'ope the lacl(ing of
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700) 000 l'eseal'cheTs) as gifted young people Tal'ely decide fol' a l~esea1"ch cal'eel~. This provides fOl~ the
Lowel~Saxony state govel'nment with concell1 and it is making a gl~eat effol,t in this fj'eld in. The
p1"oblem) mOl~eovel~ can not be I'esolvect ifnotpal~ticulal'lywomen are encouraged. Unmistalcable is that
we in Gel'111any) in EUl'opean COmpal'lSofl) spawn too few female scientists. It is thel'efol~eparticulal'ly
I'ewarding to gain women fol' engineering and technical education. To say it in the wOI'ds ofan equality
officel' ala Lowel' Saxony Univel'sity: "Who wants to win) does not leave half.the team on the
substitutes' bench. ,,36

With this contribution, Science Minister Stratmann stated clearly the problem of technical education.
Unfortunately, the Science Ministry in Lower Saxony is not responsible for the general education and
therefore has no direct access to the time tables.

In the here presented study was shown that after the initial positive assessment technology gradually
loses importance in the time table - up to the fact that from 2004 on technology is represented in
Hauptschule with only one compulsory hour - the rest is lost in the compulsory/elective field.

Strengthening of technology education is only possible if this trend can be reversed - ie: when
technology is established again in the compulsory time tables of Hauptschule, Realschule, and Special
Education. It is hoped that the Science Minister's appreciation of technology education is assumed by
the Ministry of Culture.
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With the friendly assistance of Reinhard Meiners and Gerd Hapken. The latter also produced the
translation of the article in English.
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K.lMetzing, M.lWahl, D. (Hrsg.): Technology Education, Innovation, and Management.
Berlin/Heidelberg/New Yoric 1995. (Springer) S. 38.

The time table does not necessarily reflect the school reality. If they are no labs, shops, or
technology teachers available, the subject is cancelled. On the other hand, there are also schools,
which focus on Arbeitslehre and technology - as a profile Ineasure.

Formerly the terms Sonderschule (special school) or school for metally handicapped were usual.
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(Springer) S. 39.
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SVBl1967, p .. 206
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30 Years of Technology Education in Gernlany. In: Miyalcawa, H. (ed.): Beyond Tomorrow:
International Cooperation in Industrial Technology Education. I{ariya 2004 (Aichi University of
Education) ISBN 4-9901927-0-2, S. 55-66 and de Vries) M./Mottier, I. (ed.): International Handbook
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Niedersachsisches I{ultusministerium (Hrsg.): Schulversuche und Schulreform. Band 15. Arbeit
Wirtschaft-Technilc Schradel Schulbuchverlag, Hannover 1982

ib., P. 111

ib., P. 118

SVB11978, P. 269

Graw, J.: Zu den Richtlinien zur Durchfuhrung von Betriebspralctika fur Schiller an
allgemeinbildenden Schulen del' Selcundarbereiche I und II. In: SVBl1978, P. 363, nichtamtlicher
Teil

ib.

In this model program, (closed down 1981), the University is responsible for the school practical
part of the teacher education, which is normally a job of the school administration.

SVB11979, P. 384 ff

ib., P. 96 ff

SVBl1980, P. 143 ff

In contrary to in"service-training within a subject, in-service-training to gain a new subject id
provided with a certificate.

SVBl1987, P. 341

SVBl1988, P. 205

Sonderheft Lehrerfortbildung 1988 und 1990
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